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Introduction	
  
In a paper entitled quite simply “Information Management: A Proposal”1 Tim
Berners-Lee, then a consultant at CERN2, introduced the idea of “linked information
systems” in order to address “the problems of information loss”. From the outset
Berners-Lee felt that these problems were not peculiar to CERN but were there “in
miniature of the rest of world in a few years time.” (Berners-Lee 1989)
The system that Berners-Lee invented “went live” on his desktop in November 1990
and before long became known as the “World Wide Web”, the largest information
fabric in the history of humanity with over 15 billion pages touching almost all
aspects of modern life (Berners-Lee 2010).
"What's exciting about the Web is that people are building new social
systems, new systems of review, new systems of governance. My hope is that
those will produce new ways of working together effectively and fairly,
which we can use globally to manage ourselves as a planet."
For much of its existence the Web has quietly begun to underpin almost all aspects of
modern commerce, governance and, with the evolution and growth of “social”
technologies, everyday personal lives. However, as a social phenomenon, we
understand very little about how it actually works, what impacts it is having on
modern society and social norms, and what implications there might be as a result of
these for the future.

Science	
  and	
  the	
  Web	
  
In the 1990’s, as the Web began to be used as a fundamental information and
communications tool, researchers more fully utilised its resources, and the concept of
“eScience” began to emerge. This approach was founded on the principles that:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1
2

The focus should be on everyday researchers doing everyday research, from all
disciplines, via all devices, and utilising all digital artefacts;
There must be a data centric perspective where the data is rich, complex and
real time, often generated locally and what is of interest is the interactions
generated around the data itself;
Collaboration and participation are crucial, where the focus in on publishing
results and ideas as they evolve through digital mechanisms and platforms;
The Web enables digital scale and the ability to utilise collaborative filtering,
automatic recommendations based on previous activity, and metadata
generation through tagging and reviews;
Research must be increasingly open through the use of Open Archives and
“Commons” licencing;
Focus on “Better not perfect”, adopting a more agile and flexible approach to
the use and development of tools, which results in the empowerment of
researchers; and
eScience exists at the intersection of the physical and digital worlds and thus is
underpinned by “pervasive computing”. (Hall, De Roure et al. 2009)

http://www.w3.org/History/1989/proposal.html
CERN is The European Organisation for Nuclear Research, http://public.web.cern.ch/public/
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But “eScience” was predominantly seen as a research tool, whereas “the Web” was
becoming much more than that, it was becoming a representation of society in action
on all levels – individual, groups and organisations. It was becoming as much
“humanity as the web” as it was “humanity on the web”.

What	
  is	
  the	
  Web?	
  
When Berners-Lee invented his information management system he envisaged a
virtual space within which humans and information technologies could seamlessly
interact in order to share, learn and create. In addition, the idea was something that
was simple, would provide an intuitive experience, and would connect the
information whilst simultaneously respecting and acknowledging peoples’ individual
ways of working and the myriad of applications that existed. It was a “web” that
connected, not a “web” that cocooned, and it relied on openness, sharing,
transparency and trust. These fundamental principles ensured that within a decade
the Web had gradually become a publishing platform through which all of the world’s
information could be connected and accessed like nothing else previously.
This, however, is taking time and within its short life the Web has already gone
through a number of very distinct phases.

Web	
  1.0	
  
A common understanding of the “evolution” of the web centres largely on the
development of the technologies themselves. From its earliest beginnings “Web 1.0”
embodied the creation of hyperlinked electronic pages navigable through a language
called HTML hosted in different servers. Essentially Web 1.0 was founded on the
traditional “publishing” mindset where electronic documents were rendered on
screens for delivery to relatively passive end users. The technology infrastructure
underpinning Web 1.0 operated on the industrial model of pushing out information,
and, as with traditional print and publishing, was predominantly the domain of
businesses and organisations because skilled web-designers and programmers were
required to create websites and the systems that supported them.

Web	
  2.0	
  
As new technologies developed so did the ability of individuals to be able to create,
edit and share content themselves, and thus was born “Web 2.0” (O'Reilly 2005).
Web 2.0 has brought about a democratisation of electronic publishing because of the
ease with which any individual, with access to a computer connected to the Web, can
publish electronic content, at a very low price and with very little technical expertise.
Web 2.0 is very much “the peoples’ web” and provides a stark contrast with the
command and control approach that underpins most traditional information
technology systems.3

In an interview with the author one individual described Web 2.0 as “inspirational”, precisely
because of the power of the individual to utilise it, whereas those within organisations are still largely
restricted by corporate IT systems and processes. This is what is underpinning the ‘BYOD’ movement
as well as the challenge for CIO’s to control the “IT anarchy” that is a resulting phenomenon of Web
2.0.
3
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The	
  “Semantic”	
  Web	
  
With the increasing ease of creating new information comes a corresponding
difficulty of coping with the inevitable “information overload” that results (Wurman
2001; Wright 2006). It is all very easy to “search” for something, but increasingly
difficult to actually “find” what is actually required, and in reality the process of
information search always occurs within a context (Berners-Lee 2008). Berners-Lee
understood the magnitude of these challenges from the outset and his original
blueprint for the World Wide Web contained all of the elements which are gradually
being incorporated as the Web develops (Berners-Lee 1989).
In 2001, in an article that formally launched the “Semantic Web”, the authors stated
that:
“if properly designed, the Semantic Web can assist the evolution of human
knowledge as a whole.” (Berners-Lee, Hendler et al. 2001)
The vision for the “Semantic Web”, and the technologies which underpin it, is to
finally bring together the “intelligence” of artificial systems with the ubiquity of
limitless information in the service of helping humans. Semantic technologies
constitute two fundamental sets of component toolsets.
The first aims to enable machines to interpret and utilise the natural language that
humans create online, especially unstructured or semi-structured data and
information. In particular they include: the ability to understand human queries in
natural language form; the ability to learn; the ability to parse, or break down into
component parts, human language; the ability to set boundaries around queries and
requests, and the ability to act as an independent and intelligent agent or
autonomous entity (Rowland-Campbell 2008; Ray 2009; Siegel 2009).
The second aims to bring together all of the data and information that is published in
digital form and available via the Web (public, private and the so-called “Deep Web)
by creating a standard format that the tools of the Semantic Web can both reach and
manage and thus create links between (W3C 2011). This is what is called Linked Data
(W3C 2011).
Mills Davis (Davis 2009) and Nova Spivack (Spivack 2009) describe the internet as
evolving through the following phases whereby:
•
•
•
•

Web 1.0 connects information and is the first phase in interacting with the
internet;
Web 2.0 connects people and begins the age of digital social participation;
Web 3.0 represents meanings, begins to connect knowledge and brings
together the connective technologies with emergent machine intelligence; and
Web 4.0 brings together all aspects to become truly ubiquitous (Davis 2010).

This is illustrated as per the diagram below, and aligns with the concept that many of
the original researchers, such as Mark Weiser and his colleagues at Xerox’s Palo Alto
Research Centre (PARC)4, had in the late 1990’s (Weiser, Gold et al. 1999). A number
4

www.parc.com
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of these technologies are now maturing to the point of being integrated into
commercially available products and systems (Gardner 2011).

Figure 1: Evolution of the Internet to 2020, adapted from Davis 2009

Tim Berners-Lee originally designed the World Wide Web as an “information space”
for both human-to-human communications and for that between machines, in
essence, a “social machine”. The “Semantic Web” takes Berners-Lee’s vision to the
next level, where a “networked intelligence” gives machines the capability of
understanding and making sense of data and information contextually regardless of
whether it resides in existing corporate databases, managed document bases, multimedia resources and other information sources.
“Put simply the Semantic Web would make it possible to treat the entire Web
as if it were a database. In the same way that a developer can query data in a
standard database and build applications that use that data, people would be
able to query data from across the entire web and build as-needed
applications that pulled related but diverse data from multiple sources.”
(Berners-Lee, Hendler et al. 2001)
The implications of a web that “connects intelligence” on issues of trust and
governance are profound, especially within a networked social ecosystem. As the
technologies mature, so the organisational systems, processes and mindsets must
necessarily evolve with them. Regardless of the pace with which the technologies are
changing it is the human use of those technologies that will determine the
accompanying societal, and organisational change, and this is where Web 2.0 in
particular has had such an enormous impact. For those who believe in the Web as a
disruptive tool with which to bring together human knowledge and the processing
power of digital technologies, the full potential can only be reached when the tools
themselves can share and process data as easily as people (W3C 2011), and the people
can interact with them as easily as with each other. Once this happens there will be a
marked improvement in the ability of humans to more effectively work with and
utilise information (Spivack 2009).
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The Semantic Web is seen by those who promote it as the “killer app” of the next
generation information management environment, as the Web is seen as the “killer
app” of now (Berners-Lee, Hendler et al. 2001). Much of the current debate around
“Apps” versus “The Web”5 (Anderson and Wolff 2010) is based around the
fundamental dichotomy between systems that are “open” and interoperable, and
those which are “closed” and more closely integrated. “The Web” was, from the
outset, designed on open principles, whereas “apps” provide a more targeted userexperience within a closed system.
As the large providers increase their computational power much of the moves
towards “Web 3.0” are in fact just huge amounts of data processing, rather than the
true “Semantic Web”. Thus the “brute force” rather than the elegant approach has
been enabling greater “search”, but not necessarily greater “find”. The promise of the
Semantic Web is that well defined and closely linked data allow connected scenarios
through less computation, and thus there is the ability for the Web to evolve more
quickly than many observers have predicted. The real promise is where the various
elements which comprise semantic technologies, such as Machine Learning and
Natural Language Processing (see Appendix One), enable greater contextualisation
through the integration with Linked Data. In the current world solutions are sought
through analysing mountains of data, hence requiring large amounts of
computational power, whereas in the “Semantic Web” once a question or challenge is
defined within the software it can then seek out the required data to provide solutions
requiring far less computational power.
The current debate in terms of which will have a greater influence on the future of
information management seems to be between software (and the Cloud) versus that
of huge quantities of data and information, “big data. The future development of
information management will largely be determined by which approach dominates,
but the Semantic Web also offers the opportunity to bring together both viewpoints.
Regardless, with the Semantic Web on the horizon, the need to more fully understand
the societal implications of the Web is a pressing issue, and thus a new “science” has
been created to do precisely that.

The	
  birth	
  of	
  Web	
  Science6	
  
Whilst the Web has had, and continues to have, an unprecedented impact upon
humans and human society, it has rarely been studied for its own sake, and this has
spurred on researchers to suggest that it requires a separate and independent
discipline.
“The Web needs to be studied and understood as a phenomenon, but it also
needs to be engineered for future growth and capabilities. At the micro scale,
the Web is an infrastructure of artificial languages and protocols; it is a piece
of engineering. However, it is the interaction of human beings creating,
linking and consuming information that generates the Web’s behaviour as
emergent properties at the macro scale.” (Hall, De Roure et al. 2009)
“The Web Is Dead. Long Live the Internet”, Chris Anderson and Michael Wolff, August 17, 2010,
Wired September 2010, http://www.wired.com/magazine/2010/08/ff_webrip/
6 A new discipline which aims to provide a thorough understanding of the Web as a social and
technical phenomenon, www.webscience.org.
5
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This discipline, called “Web Science”, was formally launched in November 2006 as
“the Web Science Research Initiative”, a long term research collaboration between
the University of Southampton (UK) and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT, USA)7 with a view to “understanding the scientific, technical and social
challenges underlying the growth of the web.”
One of the founders of the discipline, Professor Nigel Shadbolt, stated in his
Introduction to the “Web Science: a new frontier” conference held at the Royal
Society, London in 2010,8 that the term “science” was chosen quite deliberately to
mean
“the quest to build an organised body of knowledge”9 where the Web itself, as
a complex network of interactions, as much a social as an engineering
construct, is the focus of research.
Shadbolt expanded by identifying the areas of research focus to include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

the emergent properties of the Web and possible ways to both understand and
anticipate them;
interconnected networks and small worlds, encompassing sociology and
community;
collective intelligence and human participation ecosystems of humans and
machinery jointly solve problems that neither could solve independently;
issues of Governance;
social behaviours and networks; and finally,
the experiential Web linking the physical and digital worlds as network
sensors and the sensor and data Web matures with the “Internet of Things”.

Above all, as the technologies and social behaviours become more inter-dependent,
and intertwined, what is required is a “systems” approach in order to both
understand how the Web operates now, and how to design it for the future. This is
the goal of Web Science as a discipline. (Berners-Lee, Hall et al. 2006)
As with the printed medium which has so largely dominated social communications
for the past half a millennium, so the Web is now overwhelmingly changing
communications and with it, relationships.
“The Web Science Research Initiative will allow researchers to take the web
seriously as an object of scientific inquiry, with the goal of helping to foster
the web's growth and fulfill its great potential as a powerful tool for
humanity.” (Berners-Lee)
The discipline of Web Science has taken on the task of modelling the structure of the
Web as a socio-technical environment within which the underlying architectural tools
have fuelled both phenomenal growth, as well as unprecedented and unforeseen
http://web.mit.edu/newsoffice/2006/wsri.html, viewed 9th October, 2012
http://royalsociety.org/events/2010/web-science/
9 Shadbolt Introduction to “Web science: a new frontier”, Conference held at The Royal Society,
London, 27 September 2010 – 28 September 2010.
http://royalsociety.tv/rsplayer.aspx?presentationid=494
7

8
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human interactions and changing social conventions. (Shadbolt and Berners-Lee
2008). It seeks to draw on all research relevant disciplines which, given the breadth
and scope of the Web, really means all aspects of socio-technical research.
In 2009 the Web Science Trust10 was formed as a vehicle to promote the discipline,
and there is now both a network of Web Science laboratories around the world11 as
well as a number of major projects.

Web	
  Science	
  –	
  scope	
  and	
  breadth	
  
Nigel Shadbolt describes the scope and breadth of Web Science as being multidisciplinary, and encompassing a number of inter-related fields as illustrated below
(Shadbolt 2010).

Figure 2 - Shadbolt, 2010 – The Components of Web Science

Whilst this may seem ambitious the reality is that all of these disciplines are utilising
Web technologies in order to find, manipulate, analyse, share and publish
information, and are increasingly inter-linking in order to produce results.
In the real world there are now numerous examples of where people, through access
to technologies available to them via hand-held and mobile devices, are creating new
applications on the Web which bring together these disciplines. Examples of this
include
crowd-mapping
initiatives
such
as
Ushahidi
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ushahidi) and London’s “Crime Mapping” website
10
11

www.webscience.org
http://webscience.org/wstnet-laboratories/wstnet-labs/map-of-labs/
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(http://maps.met.police.uk/) as well as maps generated as result of natural disasters
(Christchurch earthquake12, the 2010 Brisbane floods13) and human disease (Cholera
in Haiti14 ).
The ability to utilise technologies and people in the creation of new social tools relies
to a very large degree on the ability to access data freely, especially that which is
collected by governments, and so, has come the push for data to be made freely
available and open.

The	
  push	
  for	
  “open”	
  
“Open” data is that which is “freely available for people to use and republish without
restrictions from copyright, patents or other mechanisms of control.”15
Originally the “open data” movement was created and found support, through the
loss of trust in institutions, both public and private, and the call for greater
accountability and transparency around the world. As a complement to this the
moves towards participation and collaboration, increasingly made possible by Web
2.0 technologies, are now growing which means that more and more people are
interacting with the digital space and providing data about themselves.
The promise of the Semantic Web can only be fully realised if data can be linked in
order to provide a much more holistic and contextualised approach to information
and its management.
Within the government space there is the concomitant push for “Open Government”,
particularly since “the nation has always been a product of information
management”.16 Governments have always collected vast amounts of data relating to
all aspects of citizen, organisational and business behaviour. Now, armed with the
ubiquity of digital technologies and unprecedented computing power, coupled with
increasingly user-friendly interfaces and access, citizens from all walks of life are
demanding access to that data as evidenced by the movement towards greater
Freedom of Information legislation and requests.
From the research viewpoint both Tim Berners-Lee and Nigel Shadbolt have been
stridently pushing for “open data” as a key element which is necessary to underpin
any further development of the Web.
The data collected by all of the various applications and networks that exist within the
Web is in essence a point-in-time snapshot of human activities and interactions
captured in digital form. It is this data that is now the focus of Web Science, and in
particular the creation of systems and processes within which to study and analyse it.
The challenge with “open data” is not just the process of publishing data, often
haphazardly, online. It is of publishing useful data in a useful format and making it
http://eq.org.nz/
https://queenslandfloods.crowdmap.com/
14 http://biosurveillance.typepad.com/haiti_operational_biosurv/2010/10/current-situational-mapof-the-haiti-cholera-epidemic.html
15 Web Science Australia “Open Data” Research Project, November 2012
16 The Economist magazine, February 2010.
12
13
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available for others to utilise however they wish. All too often data is published but in
locked formats, or without sufficient metadata to make it useful, and this defeats the
purpose.17

The	
  Web	
  Observatory18	
  
What is unique about the Web, and the digital ecosystem within which it is nested,
are that:
•
•

data can be obtained in almost real time, which relate to not only the state of
information on the web, but the manner and patterns within which humans
are interacting with that information;
this data is captured, stored and can be manipulated as never before.

A key project within the Web Science orbit is the “Web Observatory”, or
“observatories”. This project aims
“to create a distributed archive of data on the Web and its activity, and, at the
same time, mechanisms and tools that will be able to explore its development
in the past, to examine its present condition and to establish potential
developments in the future.”
It is underpinned by two fundamental principles:
1. to conduct “live monitoring” of the state of the Web in terms of topologies,
resources, links and activity. This includes Web resources (data and
documents), relationships among these resources, and activity in the context
of social networks, business and government; and
2. to create simulations of the state of the Web in specific points in the past, and
then analyse how it has changed over time.19
This is very much a “research” activity, where the Web is captured and stored in order
to study it and more fully understand how it operates.
However, as the Web evolves people are using it on a day to day basis and the need to
more urgently bring the fruits of research together with the challenges of practice is
increasing. As people interact with digital interaction technologies they are
continually providing data about the minutiae of their lives, but they are also working
symbiotically with the technologies to create what has been called “the social
machine”.

The	
  Social	
  Machine	
  
In 2007 Michael Wesch, Associate Professor of Cultural Anthropology at Kansas State
University, posted a video on YouTube entitled “The Machine is Us/ing Us”.20 He
describes how with the separation of form and content in digital coding (XML) users
A recent research paper by Web Science Australia attests to this point, which is often contrary to the
rhetoric in the “open data” movement, but seems to accord with user experience.
18 Thanassis Tiropanis, http://webscience.org/web-observatory/
19 http://webscience.org/a-definition-of-the-web-observatory/
20 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6gmP4nk0EOE, viewed October 2012
17
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now don’t need to know complicated coding in order to upload content of all types to
the Web, organised by humans, teaching the Machines. In essence he described the
context within which the “social machine” is evolving, where the concept of
read/write combined with the power of data analytics makes the Web an entirely
different form of information system to anything previously known.
As a socio-technical phenomenon the Web is dissolving the boundaries between the
human as a “user” and the machine as a “tool”. This is because on the Web the
human and machine are inextricably linked, each reliant on the activities of the other.
As machines become more adept at “learning” about the human from the data
received, they become more effective at responding to queries, performing tasks and
contextualising information. We are witnessing this with social media where it is
data provided by human input that drives the system, and the system itself which
enables and indeed encourages further human exchanges, thus leading to more data.
The machine then becomes embedded within the human social network because the
humans would not be able to connect on the scale and in the timeframes that now
exist without the machine, and the machine would be of little value without the
human interaction. This human-technology system is now being called a “social
machine”.
The idea of a social machine was first introduced by Tim Berners-Lee in “Weaving the
Web” where he describes the “co-evolution of the site and the community”.
“Real life is, and must be, full of all kinds of social constraint – the very
processes from which society arises. Computers can help if we use them to
create abstract social machines on the Web: processes in which the people do
the creative work and the machine does the administration. … The stage is set
for an evolutionary growth of new social engines. The ability to create new
forms of social process would be given to the world at large, and
development would be rapid”. (Berners-Lee 1999)21
Many of the current interactive Web applications are very early social machines,
however the major challenge is that they are largely isolated from each other and
operate as data silos. The more people use “social machines” the more benefits they
reap from them, the more applications they find for them, and, as these machine
evolve, the more urgent is the need to reflect key interlinked social processes on the
Web (Hendler and Berners-Lee 2009; Hendler, Shadbolt et al. 2010).
There are a myriad of examples of early social machines in the online world where
humans and technology co-operate to create new outcomes, some examples of which
are:
•

the interaction between the mediawiki technology that underlies Wikipedia
and the social system that has evolved to control the content quality of the
democratic encyclopaedia with, for example, super users who can lock down
wiki pages that are controversial or out of control;

http://www.slideshare.net/jahendler/social-machines-oxford-hendler. Professor Jim Hendler, the
“Tetherless World Senior Constellation Professor” at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, and one of the
originators of the Semantic Web.
21
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•

•

•

the Web-application design of LiveJournal, WordPress and others which
brings social discourse to the Web in an interactive way, mediated by the
technology of “trackbacks” and blog comments which have enabled the
creation of the “blogosphere” that now challenges traditional newspaper
publishing;
and of course, large-scale Web-based social networking sites such as Facebook
and mySpace which have provided an important online extension to the social
interactions in a community of friends, but are now struggling to superimpose
social mechanisms to control predatory behaviour and threats to privacy
(Hendler and Berners-Lee 2009); and
socio-technological systems such as Galaxy Zoo - http://www.galaxyzoo.org/;
and ReCapcha - http://www.google.com/recaptcha.

Government	
  as	
  a	
  “social	
  machine”	
  
It could be said that Governments are themselves “social machines”, and they are
certainly interacting with others, in an attempt to more effectively go about their daily
business22 . Governments have always utilised technologies to both govern and to
interact with citizens. Some forward thinking governments are developing into
“digital businesses” which both collect and rely on increasing amounts of data in
order to understand and interact with the populace, and it is they who have the
opportunity to become much more than mere platforms. Armed with smart
technologies and open data governments can become very complex constructs which
are much more closely inter-connected with, and responsive to, their citizens,
hopefully evolving into better mechanisms of “governance” for the twenty first
century {Berggruen, 2013 #826}.
Tim O’Reilly wrote a paper entitled “Government as a Platform” stating that
“government is, at bottom, a mechanism for collective action. We band
together, make laws, pay taxes, and build the institutions of government to
manage problems that are too large for us individually and whose solution is
in our common interest. Government 2.0, then, is the use of technology—
especially the collaborative technologies at the heart of Web 2.0—to better
solve collective problems at a city, state, national, and international level.”
(O'Reilly 2010).
If we envisage government as a “manager of the marketplace” rather than a “vending
machine”, incorporating Eric Raymond’s concept of “The Cathedral and the Bazaar”
(Raymond 2000), the technology equivalent of a “thriving bazaar” is a technology
platform. The British Government’s latest platform is www.gov.uk23 is, in fact, an
attempt to do this.
From conceiving Government as a “platform” it is but a short step to conceiving it as
a “social machine”, once the human input is incorporated, integrated and recognised.

The UK government is considering using social media as proof of identity,
http://www.guardian.co.uk/technology/2012/oct/04/facebook-social-media-identity-proof
23 Alex Howard “With GOV.UK, British government redefines the online government platform”,
http://radar.oreilly.com/2012/01/with-govuk-british-government.html
22
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SOCIAM	
  
As a first step in this on 1st June, 2012 a consortium led by Professor Nigel Shadbolt
and based at the University of Southampton in the United Kingdom, commenced
work on a £6m project entitled “SOCIAM: The Theory and Practice of Social
Machines”.
"Machines" used to be programmed by programmers and used by users. The
Web, and the massive participation in it, has dissolved this boundary: we
now see configurations of people interacting with content and each other,
typified by social web sites. Rather than dividing between the human and
machine parts of the collaboration (as computer science has traditionally
done), we should draw a line around them and treat each such assembly as a
machine in its own right comprising digital and human components - a
Social Machine. This crucial transition in thinking acknowledges the reality
of today's sociotechnical systems. This view is of an ecosystem not of humans
and computers but of co-evolving Social Machines.”24
This project will investigate aspects such as human ability to represent and reason
over such attributes as trustworthiness, reliability, and tacit expectations about the
use of information, as well as about privacy, copyright, and other legal rules.
In looking to this future, our focus is not primarily in terms of the cyberinfrastructure of high-speed supercomputers and their networked
interconnections, but the even more powerful human interactions enabled by
these underlying systems. We hope we have demonstrated that exploring this
new generation of social machines can take AI researchers and others into
the design of new algorithms and interfaces; into new approaches to
distributed inference and query; and into developing declarative social
machinery, including policy-aware systems of privacy, trust and
accountability. Together, these technologies will allow us to further empower
the Web of people by developing a next generation of Web technologies and to
move from human in the loop to humanity in the loop. (Hendler et al, 2008)
From a research point of view a number of key questions arise:
•
•
•

•

What are the fundamental theoretical properties of social machines, and what
kinds of algorithms are needed to create them?
What underlying architectural principles are needed to guide the design and
efficient engineering of new Web infrastructure components for this social
software?
How can we extend the current Web infrastructure to provide mechanisms
that make the social properties of information-sharing explicit and guarantee
that the use of this information conforms to relevant social-policy
expectations? And,
How do cultural differences affect the development and use of social
mechanisms on the Web? As the Web is indeed worldwide, the properties

Shadbolt et al, SOCIAM: The Theory and Practice of Social Machines, grant description,
(http://gow.epsrc.ac.uk/NGBOViewGrant.aspx?GrantRef=EP/J017728/1)
24
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desired by one culture may be seen as counterproductive by others. Can Web
infrastructure help bridge cultural divides and/or increase cross-cultural
understanding?
So, how does this help in the “real world”, and how can the results of all these
activities actually help people on a day-to-day basis?

Real	
  World	
  Business	
  Problems	
  
Since the time of Descartes there has been a divide between the research approaches
to the social and technical sciences, where the mind and body, physical and
psychological, have been treated as separate and disconnected. Often called
“Cartesian Dualism”25 this separation of foci has led to what C. P. Snow described as
the “The Two Cultures”26, believing that the breakdown of communication between
these "two cultures" of modern society — the sciences and the humanities — was a
major hindrance to solving the world's problems”. In addition, much of scientific
focus was on “facts” as the “bedrock of knowledge” (Weinberger 2011) whereas facts
do not in themselves constitute information, any more than information, in itself,
does not constitute knowledge or wisdom.27
As “science” has matured, and indeed become increasingly compartmentalised, there
has been an accompanying realisation that whilst specialisation has its benefits, so
too is there a need to approach problems from an holistic and more integrated
perspective. People such as Nigel Shadbolt28 believe that one of the goals of Web
Science is to bring these two scientific approaches together, and with it be able to
truly solve some of the intractable and massively complex problems facing humanity
with the power of human and technological integration.
Information has always underpinned human society, but in our age where it is being
created, captured, stored and analysed as never before, it has now been recognised as
being the “lifeblood of the knowledge economy {Allan, 2009 #13}. Whilst having
access to vast amounts of data has its benefits, with this comes the accompanying
problems of how to more effectively manage it as foreseen by Berners-Lee in his 1989
paper, and now glaringly evident to all who interact with the digital information
environment. How do we find the information we want for a specific purpose at a
specific time? How do we know we can trust that information? How do we protect
information that we provide about ourselves, and that which we want to share with
others? How do we protect the privacy of our lives in a world that is increasingly
connected, vigilant and suspicious?
Not only is this a problem for organisations where issues such as productivity and
security are paramount, but it is a problem for every citizen on a daily basis as they go
about their lives. The benefits in terms of being able to more effectively and
efficiently harness public resources in times of crisis, as witnessed during the Haiti
and Christchurch earthquakes, the Japanese Tsunami, the Queensland floods and
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dualism_%28philosophy_of_mind%29
C.P. Snow delivered a talk, subsequently published as “The Two Cultures and the Scientific
Revolution” in 1959, subsequently published in the New Statesman of 6 October 1956.
27 Weinberger gives an insightful analysis of the evolution of “information” and knowledge,
particularly where “knowledge is now the property of the network … and minds in communication”.
28 Shadbolt, Lecture to the Royal Society, 2009.
25

26
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Victorian bushfires, are obvious, but so too there are benefits through the collective
intelligence available online in terms of everyday living, knowledge sharing and
resource utilisation.
As the “power of information” devolves to every citizen and consumer so the balance
of power between organisations and individuals is changing, and with that come
other challenges that we are only beginning to understand.

Conclusion	
  
Any new infrastructure deserves a focus and approach commensurate with the
impact it is having upon society. The Web, as the largest and most complex
“information construct” ever created by humanity, is no different, even though it
exists in a virtual world of “bits” rather than the atoms we are used to interacting with
on an everyday basis.
Web Science, as an emerging discipline, seeks to both utilise the Web as a tool of
research and development, as well as being itself an object of investigation, and with
this comes an opportunity to study human activities in real time, as well as to exploit
the lessons learned to help people solve everyday problems.
The challenge is to ensure that the traditional disconnection between research and
practice, for so long deemed acceptable in the slow-moving world of atoms and
human time, is overcome whilst at the same time not loosing the need for objectivity
and perspective which comes from considered thought and reflection. As is being
seen in so many areas of the digital economy people can not, and will not, wait for the
outcomes of research or organisational development to come up with solutions to the
problems they face. They will harness whatever resources are available to most
expediently do whatever they need to do, and there are as many lessons to be learned
in the solutions as in the problems themselves.
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Web	
  Science	
  Australia	
  	
  
Web Science Australia seeks to bring a holistic perspective to the challenge of
information management by promote understanding and the cross-fertilisation of
ideas between researchers and practitioners from disparate and often disconnected
communities. Part of its role is to connect people within Australasia to others
working within the Web Science network.
Web Science Australia seeks to promote and help develop a body of research and
knowledge linking the core themes around Web Science, in particular relating to the
future of the Web and the role it plays in societal evolution and change.
It seeks to achieve this aim by pursuing four key objectives:
1.

To support and encourage the development and delivery of Web Science
education within academic institutions in the Asia-Pacific region;

2.

To bring together emerging research and knowledge with information
management practitioners in all sectors (public, private and non-profit) in
order to assist in further understanding human activities on the web;

3.

To enable Information Management practitioners to more fully
understand, develop and utilize “social machines” for better information
management and governance; and

4.

To bring the knowledge gained through research and practice to the public
through access to educational material and resources.

Intersticia	
  	
  
Intersticia was formed in 1996, originally as a farming company operating a mixed
cotton and cattle property in northern New South Wales.
During the next ten years it morphed to become a consulting business which:
organised conferences for government agencies; consulted in new media in the Web
1.0 phase; ran associations; provided political and policy advice to State and Federal
Government; participated in Government Boards and Advisory Committees; and
created leadership programmes.
Now it is bringing all of this together to service the needs of people, groups and teams
within organisations as they face the challenges of the information society.
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Appendix	
  One:	
  	
  What	
  are	
  “semantic”	
  technologies?	
  
A high level view is very simply that “semantic” technologies comprise five basic
elements:
1.

Natural Language Processing - concerned with the interactions between
computers and human (natural) languages;

2.

Discourse Analysis - a general term for a number of approaches to analysing
written, spoken or signed language use;

3.

Machine Learning - a scientific discipline that is concerned with the design and
development of algorithms that allow computers to learn based on data;

4.

constraint definition; and

5.

intelligent agent application.

This has long been the dream of artificial intelligence, and, according to Anne Cregan,
the Semantic Web responds to the challenge of “creating a language which can be
used to capture any human concept whilst simultaneously supporting formal
reasoning” (Cregan 2009). At their heart then is a combination of psychology,
philosophy, politics and technology, and, as with any combination of technologies
and human systems, there are a number of differing approaches.
The W3C itself, according to Cregan,
“has sought to implement a stack of technologies and standards, each
building on and extending the achievements of the previous layer. Broadly
speaking, the lower layers (up to RDF) are completed and stable, the middle
layers (OWL and SPARQL) have finalized initial, implementable offerings but
are still undergoing evolution and extension, (RIF is currently under active
development) whilst the higher and rightmost layers (Unifying Logic, Proof,
Trust and Crypto) are in an exploratory phase where suitable approaches
are being identified.” (Cregan 2009)
These various standards and “other technologies to watch”29 are briefly described in
the Glossary, and illustrated in the famous “Semantic Web Stack”.

29

http://www.w3.org/2007/Talks/0130-sb-W3CTechSemWeb/#%2824%29
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Figure 3 – The “Semantic Web Stack”30

The concept of “semantics” is that of shared meanings, associations and know how
about the uses of things (Davis 2004). They relate to context, and whilst computers
"think" in terms of data, essentially digital ones and zeros, humans think in terms of
documents, where that data has meaning and is referred to in context. So, when we
enter someone's name in a database we know the context within which we are
entering it - they may be a customer or a supplier or a friend. For the system itself
unless we clearly state who we are and what this person's relationship is to us, that
name is just data and if we leave the company then there is no record of that
relationship, either tacit or explicit.
One of the things about semantics when utilized by computers is the ability to
describe “things” in relation to other “things” so that we can find them via a range of
associations rather than just keyword searches.

Figure 4 – Semantic Relationships

What the Semantic Web, and associated Semantic Technologies, can do, is to
articulate these relationships within the data and information itself, so that virtually
all unstructured data can become structured. It does this by tagging data in a specific
way that captures the relationships and embeds this information within the data
being described. Thus, regardless of where that data is actually stored, the
relationships remain and can be drawn upon at any later stage.

30 Berners-Lee, W3C, http://www.w3.org/2000/Talks/1206-xml2k-tbl/slide10-0.html, viewed 25th
November, 2012
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Appendix	
  Two	
  -‐	
  Glossary	
  of	
  Terms	
  
Semantic	
  Web	
  and	
  Semantic	
  Technologies	
  
The semantic web is an “evolving extension” of the World Wide Web and it aims to
process information at the level of meaning (semantics). This can enable machines to
derive meaning and context from web pages and hence deliver a more meaningful
and relevant user experience.
Essentially the Semantic Web is about “inter-operability” between databases and
therefore between any systems which store data. It relies on two basic things:
1.

common formats for the integration and combination of data drawn from
diverse sources, where the original Web mainly concentrated on the interchange
of documents.

2.

language for recording how the data relates to real world objects. That allows a
person, or a machine, to start off in one database, and then move through an
unending set of databases which are connected not by wires but by being about
the same thing.”

As described above our own definition of “semantic technologies” rests on three
foundational elements:

Natural	
  Language	
  Processing	
  	
  
Natural language processing (NLP) is a field of computer science and linguistics
concerned with the interactions between computers and human (natural) languages.

Discourse	
  Analysis	
  

Discourse analysis (DA), or discourse studies, is a general term for a number of
approaches to analysing written, spoken or signed language use. Discourse analysis
is the branch of linguistics that deals with the study and application of approaches to
analyse written, spoken or signed language.

Machine	
  Learning	
  
Machine learning is a scientific discipline that is concerned with the design and
development of algorithms that allow computers to change behaviour based on data,
such as from sensor data or databases. A major focus of machine learning research is
to automatically learn to recognize complex patterns and make intelligent decisions
based on data. Hence, machine learning is closely related to fields such as statistics,
probability theory, data mining, pattern recognition, artificial intelligence, adaptive
control, and theoretical computer science.
This definition has been reinforced through interviews with a number of well-known
researchers including Livia Polyani and Ron Kaplan, both from Fuji Xerox and Xerox
PARC, and then Powerset (June 2009), and Bob Moore, Microsoft Research Centre,
(June 2009).
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Constraint	
  Definition	
  

A graphical tool used to model and output a common XML definition defining
constraint definitions for the MLHIM reference model allowing runtime code
generation in a variety of languages.

Intelligent	
  Agent	
  Application	
  

Programs, used extensively on the Web, that perform tasks such as retrieving and
delivering information and automating repetitive tasks.

Technical	
  Terminology	
  
A number of technical terms are used when describing the “semantic web” which
include:

	
  
URI	
  –	
  Uniform	
  Resource	
  Identifier	
  

A URI is a unique name that identifies a resource, and that resource can be anything
to which we can attach identity, be it an information object (like a document or
webpage), or a real world object (like a person or a thing).31

RDF	
  –	
  Resource	
  Description	
  Framework	
  

RDF is a framework for describing and linking resources on the web and it allows
URIs to be organised into directed graphs, which are themselves composed of RDF
statements or “Triplets”. These Triplets follow a very simple logic, which is that one
has a relationship with the other, therefore in RDF we can:
•

declare classes like Country, Person, Student and Australian

•

state that Student is a subclass of Person

•

state that Australia and England are both instances of Country

•

declare has Nationality as a property relating the classes Person (its domain)
and Country (its range)

•

state that has Age is a property, with Person as its domain and an integer as its
range

•

state that Peter is an instance of the class Australian and that he has Age of
value 48.

RDFa	
  

Resource Description Framework Attributes. RDFa is a specification for attributes to
express structured data in any markup language.
There has been quite a bit of progress in the development of RDFa:
•
•

http://rdfa.info/2009/05/12/google-announces-support-for-rdfa/
http://developer.yahoo.com/searchmonkey/siteowner.html

31 For further explanation of the Design of URI sets in the public sector see:
http://www.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/cio/chief_technology_officer/public_sector_ia.aspx
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•

http://commontag.org/Home

RDF	
  Schema	
  
•

RDF Schema is a vocabulary description language which:

•

allows us to define classes and properties

•

allows us to organise classes into hierarchies

•

allows us to connect classes using our own properties

•

provides the facilities needed to define and describe classes and properties

•

does not provide the classes and properties themselves - we need to create our
own or use pre-existing ones

OWL	
  –	
  (Web	
  Ontology	
  Languages)	
  
An ontology is an agreed way of describing “things” within a shared environment,
essentially the terms, relations and constraints that are formally used to specify a
body of knowledge.

Semantic	
  Agents	
  

Agents are software programmes that can assist users and act on their behalf within
the digital world. A Semantic Agent will utilise knowledge about resources, content,
media, language, processes, functions, and how to communicate with other agents
and they collaborate with other agents across platform(s) to provide services and
capabilities.

Topic	
  Maps	
  

Topic maps represent information using topics (concepts such as people, countries,
organisations), associations (the relationships between the topics) and occurrences
(representing information resources relevant to a particular topic). A more details
explanation, and the relationship to the Semantic Web, can be found at
http://topicmaps.wordpress.com/2008/05/11/topic-maps-and-the-semantic-web/
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